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The struggle for the soul of Europe today is every bit as dire and consequential as it was in the
1930s. Then, in Weimar, Germany, the center did not hold, and the light of civilization nearly went
out. Today, the continent has entered yet another â€œWeimar moment.â€• Will Europeans rise to the
challenge posed by radical Islam, or will they cave in once again to the extremists?As an American
living in Europe since 1998, Bruce Bawer has seen this problem up close. Across the continentâ€”in
Amsterdam, Oslo, Copenhagen, Paris, Berlin, Madrid, and Stockholmâ€”he encountered large,
rapidly expanding Muslim enclaves in which women were oppressed and abused, homosexuals
persecuted and killed, â€œinfidelsâ€• threatened and vilified, Jews demonized and attacked, barbaric
traditions (such as honor killing and forced marriage) widely practiced, and freedom of speech and
religion firmly repudiated. The European political and media establishment turned a blind eye to all
this, selling out women, Jews, gays, and democratic principles generallyâ€”even criminalizing free
speechâ€”in order to pacify the radical Islamists and preserve the illusion of multicultural harmony.
The few heroic figures who dared to criticize Muslim extremists and speak up for true liberal values
were systematically slandered as fascist bigots. Witnessing the disgraceful reaction of Europeâ€™s
elites to 9/11, to the terrorist attacks on Madrid, Beslan, and London, and to the wars in Afghanistan
and Iraq, Bawer concluded that Europe was heading inexorably down a path to cultural
suicide.Europe's Muslim communities are powder kegs, brimming with an alienation born of the
immigrantsâ€™ deep antagonism toward an infidel society that rejects them and compounded by
misguided immigration policies that enforce their segregation and empower the extremists in their
midst. The mounting crisis produced by these deeply perverse and irresponsible policies finally
burst onto our television screens in October 2005, as Paris and other European cities erupted in
flames.WHILE EUROPE SLEPT is the story of one Americanâ€™s experience in Europe before and
after 9/11, and of his many arguments with Europeans about the dangers of militant Islam and
Americaâ€™s role in combating it. This brave and invaluable bookâ€”with its riveting combination of
eye-opening reportage and blunt, incisive analysisâ€”is essential reading for anyone concerned
about the fate of Europe and what it portends for the United States.From the Trade Paperback
edition.
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I bought this book hoping to get a better understanding of what was going on in Europe with their
Muslim immigrant population (things like the car-burning riots in Paris, areas of Netherlands ruled by
Sharia and not Dutch law, etc., left me quizzical). Well, I got that understanding. And I got a lot
more, not the least are vital insights as to just how very different Europe is from the US. The author
is both a clear writer, and an excellent journalist who digs down into the entrails to bring forth the
real guts of a story. The information he brilliantly provided often left me with my jaw hanging,
wondering, "That's really what they think over there?" I learned an awful lot in the short time it took
to read this book.I honestly think that every American should read it. It is a clarion call to not repeat
the myopic, multicultural mistakes that have gotten European countries into a fix that I honestly don't
see how they can get out of now. You will acquire a clear portrait of the attitudes of Muslims in
Europe, as well as those of elitist Europeans in all of their moral smugness and self-assuming
superiority. Many themes are presented, but perhaps the over-arching theme is that tolerance for
the intolerable (wife beating, genital mutilation, honor killing, rape, etc.) is never ever a good policy
for a freedom loving, individual-respecting society.While Europe Slept makes a highly readable
contribution to the discussion on the impact of Mideastern Islam with the democractic West. It also

has a lot to say about the role that the United States has played in this drama. It turns out that we
are not nearly as bad as those who claim to hate us say we are.

If you have read "Londonistan" by Melanie Phillips, you can see this as a companion volume for the
Continent. If you haven't read that book, then you should read this book AND that book. Really. And
then add in "American Jihad" or any other book by the indispensable Steve Emerson. But you
certainly should read this book. It is written well and is clearly reported.Bruce Bawer is a very
talented writer who has written books and articles for gay rights, same-sex marriage, and against
conservative evangelicals. Even in this book (pg. 33) he calls Jerry Falwell "an unsavory creep",
says that James Dobson's parenting advice is "appalling". However, he notes that Falwell wasn't
issuing fatwas, that Dobson wasn't telling people to murder their daughters, and that while Pat
Robertson wanted to deny him marriage [to his same sex partner], the imams wanted to drop a wall
on him. Honest and clear insights that one can parse and agree with in the large sweep, while
disagreeing with its parts (or agree, if you are so inclined).He notes "I traveled to the Netherlands in
1997 and thought I'd found the closest thing to heaven on earth. What sentient being, I wondered
wouldn't want to liver there?" Yet things had changed so much that a survey from April 2005
showed that every third Dutchman wanted to leave the country. This book report the excruciating
events and changes that are occurring in most of Europe that has led to this deterioration. Bawer
does not pull any punches in stating his view that is the rise of the Muslim influence with a certain
intransigent, bullying, and non-Western traditions that is destroying Europe.The author is more
alarmist about Europe than Pat Buchanan is about America and notes why.

I picked up this book because the title echoed John F. Kennedy's "Why England Slept" of 1940. At
the time, tired Europe was willing to try anything to avoid another blood bath like the Great
War--ANYTHING! Appeasement had earned a bad reputation by 1940.Today, Europe is habituated
to appeasing aggressors. History has been rewritten to conform to establishment prejudices--yup!
The PC effect! Europe's "free press" is not--Bruce Bawer documents this vigorously. The Internet is
melting down EU "press control," as other viewpoints are becoming public knowledge. Before, if it
wasn't "mainstream press," it was unknown--even when most of Europe's residents differed from
the party line--they didn't have a voice. Europeans were appeasing the Communist Block until the
Berlin Wall fell--then the Western European governments were at a loss.The threat of radical Islam
is real. Bawer also raises the spector of a reactionary backlash--the very same thing that Mussolini
rode to power in the 1920's and Hitler used to achieve power in the 1930's. Europe has forgotten

the Red Tide and Franco and the rest. Don't forget--according to the Islamic Imperialists, Europe is
"occupied Islamic territory." Not only must it be reconquered, but cleansed in fire and blood.Has
Islam been high-jacked by power-hungry totalitarians? Or is it a religion of conquest? Like
Europeans, Muslims are conformists who have a single, tainted viewpoint force-fed to them. Step
out of line, and you get exiled from "the world." You might even have to move to America! "While
Europe Slept: How Radical Islam Is Destrouying the West From Within" documents the part of the
"War On Terror" that wasn't publicized until the wave of bombings last year.
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